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The Microsoft Research team in Montreal has already made groundbreaking ... Microsoft's January 2017 acquisition of deep-
learning startup Maluuba also plays .... Microsoft on Friday said it acquired a Montreal startup that focuses on ... areas of
research known as deep learning and reinforcement learning.. Microsoft is acquiring Maluuba, a Canadian startup focused on
deep learning ... a deal to acquire Monteal-based Maluuba, a deep learning startup ... team is based in Waterloo, Ontario, and its
research arm is in Montreal.. As part of its bid to make artificial intelligence (AI) ubiquitous, Microsoft has acquired the
Montreal-based company Maluuba. According to.... On Friday the Redmond, Wash. tech giant announced that was acquiring
Montreal-based deep learning startup Maluuba, which Harry Shum, .... Maluuba's co-founders say selling the Waterloo, Ont.
deep-learning and ... and AI– technology startup based in Waterloo, Ont., and Montreal.. We have agreed to acquire Maluuba, a
Montreal-based company with one of the world's most impressive deep learning research labs for .... Microsoft has announced
the acquisition of a Montreal-based startup named Maluuba. The acquisition seems to revolve around Maluuba's .... Maluuba is a
Canadian technology company conducting research in artificial intelligence and language understanding. Founded in 2011, the
company was acquired by Microsoft in 2017. In late March 2016, the company demonstrated a machine reading system ...
Maluuba published a research paper learning dialogue policies with deep .... Maluuba: BetaKit — Microsoft wants to double
size of Maluuba's Montreal office, ... Maluuba: GeekWire — Microsoft buys Canadian deep-learning startup .... Today,
Microsoft has announced that it has acquired Montreal-based deep learning startup Maluuba. The startup uses natural language
processing and .... Microsoft has acquired Canadian startup Maluuba, a company founded ... The Montreal-based company
focuses on using deep learning and .... As part of the deal, one of Maluuba's advisors, deep learning luminary ... Microsoft
acquires research-oriented deep learning startup Maluuba ... a grant from Google as part of the formation of a Montreal AI
research group.. Microsoft has acquired Montreal deep learning startup Maluuba. It's likely the biggest startup acquisition news
this city has seen since early .... In the company's blog post, Maluuba thanks Yoshua Bengio, a machine learning pioneer and co-
founder of Montreal's Element AI, and .... Microsoft has acquired Maluuba, a Montreal-based company with a deep learning
research lab for natural language understanding.. Microsoft today announced that they are acquiring Maluuba, a Montreal-based
company startup with one of the world's most impressive deep .... Microsoft Acquires Deep Learning Startup Maluuba:
Company's AI Efforts ... in Montreal after the company acquired a startup he was a part of.. Microsoft has acquired Montreal-
based deep-learning startup Maluuba for an undisclosed amount.. Microsoft has agreed to acquire Maluuba, a Montreal-based
company that uses deep learning to develop natural-language understanding, ... f559db6386 
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